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STUDENTS HEAR LECTURE
BY DR. H. RIMMER
Interesting And Inspiring Address
Delivered By American Scientist
The faculties and students of Waterloo Seminary, College and College
School after the matin chapel service on Monday, January 9th, listened to a very interesting address delivered by Dr. Harry Rimmer, .president of the Research Science Bureau of Los Angeles and curator of
the Museum of Natural Histroy of
the Kansas State Teachers' College.
Dr. Rimmer introduced his address by giving an account of an
Indian's experience with electricity
when he first reached civilization.
Coming in contact with an electrc
current in an ordinary light socket,
the Indian, having seen the light and
felt the shock, returned to his people and told them that the reason
the white civilization was more advanced than the other civilizations
was because they possessed a certain "inner fire."
Applying the Indian's reference to
man in general, Dr. Rimmer compared it to a spiritual fire burning
within, an ambition or desire for the
higher things of life.
Although chivalry was considered
a tradition of past ages he pointed
(Continued on Page 8)

"LE CERGLE FRANCAIS" IS
ORGANIZED AT WATERLOO
Interest In The French Language,
Literature, And Customs To Be
Fostered By The Organization.
Plans which have been maturing
-during the past year were brought
to a head with the organization of
"The French Cercle" last Thursday.
In this organization we see one more
step in the development of Waterloo College.
Canada is a bi-lingual country,
actually and officially. To a large
number
of our fellow citizens,
French is the parent tongue. It is a
fact that many of the misunderstandings of the rest of Canada with
Quebec would be avoided if Canadians as a whole understand the
French language, French literature
and French customs and thought as
they ought. The French language
is a beautiful one, and French literature is worthy, and it is with the
idea of obtaining in the student body
a deeper appreciation
of these,
(Continued on Page 8)
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Seniors Score Success
INITIAL DRAMA BY THE
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GEORGE W. ROBERTS
NEW EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Because of information given,
GRADUATING CLASS SETS
Mrs. Gubbins claims the reward for Financial Condition Of Publication
HIGH PRECEDENT FOR
the arrest of Foster who is wanted
Though Better Than Last Year,
SUCCEEDING YEARS
in the U.S.A. and as a parting shot
Needs To Be Strengthened
to the detective she demands the
Will Likely Be Repeated in Nearby immediate payment of the sum. All
The Staff of the College Cord held
Cities in Near Future
goes well with the characters in the its annual business meeting on Januplay and the curtain comes down in ary 6th.
Roars of laughter continually
The report of the last annual
front of a happy cast.
permeated the auditorium of the
The broad cockney English spoken meeting was read and adopted.
The report of the business manaK-W Collegiate on the evening of by the artists reflected the finishing
December 15 when the graduating touches
was read. The report showed
ger
put on the presentation by
class of Waterloo College presented the
that
the financial condition of the
characters. Laughter knew no
the iplay, "The Three Live Ghosts."
paper, though better than last year,
bounds when "Spoofy", a six-foot
From beginning to end the play was three character came sauntering needs to be strengthened, and the
a huge success and the class along down the aisle of the auditorium business manager urged the members of the staff to do all in their
with those who co-operated in the
pushing a perambulator in which power to increase the circulation.
presentation of the play are to be
was a small child.
The report was discussed and adoptcongratulated. The exceptional talThe entire senior class of the col- ed.
ent of the artists, the sterling qual- lege put their whole-hearted support
The report of the advertisng manaity of Dr. Potter's coaching, and into the presentation of the play and
ger was read and adopted.
the play chosen formed the triangle their efforts
were certainly rewardThe most important feature of the
aroud which success was assured. ed by the many compliments they
meetisng was the Staff elections.
To attempt to designate any one received.
The Senior members of the staff who
star would be folly, all taking their
automatically retire as active memrole admirably. Because of the lack
bers at the end of this semester are:
of co-eds at Waterloo College laH. Kalbfleisch, Editor-in-chief; W.
dies outside of the school had to be
Schweitzer, Business manager; G.
asked to take part. The Misses
Hagey, Associate editor; E. Shelley,
Lauraine Conrad, Louise Germann,
Advertising manager; and T. WagElsie Lorenz and Olive Hoffman are The Hon. W. D. Euler And The ner, Circulation manager.
not new artists to this community
Hon. Ernest Lapointe Address
The result of the elections is as
and they helped in no small way to
follows:—
Body.
Student
make the play a crowning success.
Editor-in-chief
G. Roberts, '29.
W. Goos, '29.
"Three Live Ghosts" is a story of
On Thursday morning, December Associate Editor
an American named Foster (Gerald 15, the Hon. W. D. Euler, Minister Business manager — L. Hagey, '29.
Hagey) who enlisted in London and of National Revenue, and the Hon. Advertising manager — H. Weir, '29.
fell in with "Spoofy" (Rowe Cun- E. Lapointe,
Minister of Justice, Circulation manager, J. Herbert '29.
Assistant Editors
ningham) and Gubbins (Theodore visited Waterloo College.
After
H. Grouse, '30, A. Buehlow, '30.
Wagner). The three escaped from chapel services Dean Potter introSports
Editor — W. Barclay, '30
a German prison into which they duced Mr. Euler and called on him
Assistant
Advertising manager
had been thrown after being gassed to introduce Mr. Lapointe.
R. Breithaupt, '30.
and shell shocked in the war and
Mr. Euler in his introductory re- Assistant circulation manager
had been considered dead.*
marks expressed his joy to be with
L. Schaus '30.
The trio got to Gubbins' home
us, and his interest in our instituCollege
The
has
Cord
shown fawhere "Spoofy" slips away and robs tion. In referring to Mr. Lapointe,
vorable
progress
during its short
his own home. The three are ar- he spoke of him as one of the greatexistence.
A
certain
standard has
rested as a gang of international est statesmen in Canada, a genuine
been
set
but it is the wish of the
spys and in an attempt to get away Canadian at heart and a man who
retiring members of the staff that
Spoofy is hit over the head with. a thoroughly believed
Sir Wilfred in the future this standard
will not
club. He regains his right senses Laurier's
statement that, "The be looked upon as a
level
to be
again, and consequently is happily nineteenth century was the United
reached,
but
that
the
new
life
of the
reunited with his family.
States', and the twentieth century is staff will give them new energy and
Canada's."
new ideas, so that they may strive
Mr. Lapointe in speaking to the to put out an even better paper for
students briefly stated his pleasure their successors to improve.
NEXT ISSUE
in being able to become better acOwing to the fact that the
quainted with more people of the
will
examinations
■■mid-year
Province of Ontario. He pointed course and showed that a closer
Jan.
Monday
16,
commence
out some of the good work that a communion could be established bethere will not be an issue of the
college such as ours can do for a tween Ontario and Quebec if the inCollege Cord until Thursday,
community and for the nation at habitants of both provinces could
February 9. The next issue will
large, for said Mr. Lapointe, "Our speak both French and English, the
newly
the
electby
be published
national life depends upon educa- two prevailing languages that were
ed staff.
tion." He was pleased that the used in bringing about the ConfedCollege is offering a good French eration of Canada in 1867.
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Comments

We are sorry to report that the
new university President, Dr. N.
Editor-in-Chief—Herbert K. Kalbfleisch '28.
Sherwood Fox, is ill and has been
ordered by his attending physician
Business Manager—Wilfrid Schweitzer '28.
to take a complete rest. In accordEDITORIAL STAFF
ance
with this advice, Dr. Fox will
BUSINESS STAFF
the Southern
Advertising Mgr.—Earle Shelley '28 leave shortly for
Associate Editor—Gerald Hagey '28
States.
wish
a speedy rehim
We
Ass't. Editors —George Roberts '29
Ass't. Advt. Mgr.—Harry Weir '29
turn
to
health.
—Walter Goos, '29.
Circulation Mgr—Theo Wagner '28
Ass't Circu. Mgr.—John Herbert '29
Sports Editor—Louis Hagey '29.
The results of the staff elections
Reporters—Rudolph Breithaupt '30, Arthur Buehlow '30, Harold Grouse (if prophecy is permissable) have
Weldon Barclay '30, Lloyd Schaus '30.
turned out very gratifying. The reFaculty Adviser—Dean A. O. Potter.
tiring members of the staff feel
that the work has been handed over
PRE-EXAMINATION DILIGENCE
to highly'capable people. Mr. George
Roberts
as editor-in-chief will find
It is very interesting to note with what diligence many of the
students attack the semester's work a few
before examina- that he has assistants who are able
to increase the standard of the paper
tions. At the opening of the term they were inclined to be rather and
with Mr. L. Hagey as business
lax in regard to their courses. However, with only a few days manager, the success of the "Cord"
remaining before the mid-year examinations they suddenly realize from a business as well as an editthat they are unprepared and make a valiant attempt to retrieve orial point of view should be a suctheir wasted hours. They soon discover that they are confronted cess. The retiring members of the
wish the new officers every
with a knotty problem. The great difficulty of wading through staff
success and hope that under their
a whole course in a week or two is revealed and then come a flow guidance the "Cord" will achieve
of regrets and a multitude of resolutions which at that stage new and greater things and increase
are entirely futile. Until something better has been discovered, the prestige of Waterloo College.

O'Donnell
&
Henderson
WHITE
b

courses.

students have the ability to "cram" subjects and, perhaps, with some success, as far as examinations are
concerned. Nevertheless, such methods will not yield the same
results in the intellectual development of the student as the gradual
and more thorough method of studying will. Facts that are
"crammed" will be forgotten before their full significance is realized. It is thus better to acquire gradually than to attempt "cramIt is true that

many

ming."

VALEDICTORY
With this issue of the "College Cord" we lay down our editorial pcn—not, however, without some reluctance and regret. We
have tried out utmost during the past year to make the "Cord"
a publication worthy of the school. How far we have succeeded
we will let the readers judge. To edit a paper, in addition to carrying the regular work on the curriculum is no easy task. There are
few, if any, activities in connection with college work that require
an equal amount of perseverence and effort. It is, however, not
wholly without results, for a great amount of pleasure is also derived from the work. There is no material remuneration. It is a
a service rendered freely to the institution which provides food for
our intellectual and spiritual welfare. With this issue the work of
five men on the staff ends. These men, the seniors, have been
connected with the paper since its foundation. They have given
unsparingly of their time and effort in its development. Though
not connected with it during the last semester of their college
course, they will continue to be closely connected with the publication in sentiment.
Much credit for the success of the publication is due to the
faculty adviser. Dean Potter. His advice and suggestions have been
invaluable to the staff. We thank him as well as others who have
often assisted in making the paper interesting and instructive, and
whose criticism has been very helpful.
Fmallv we ask the indulgence of our readers for any failings
which the "Cord" may have had during the past year.

of the requirements necessary to
usher in the new twelva month period called a year. In the majority
of cases these resolutions consist in
a promise or promises made to themselves and a strict observation is
contemplated. We hear some boastfully asserting that they are not going to indulge in their old favorite
time wasting diversions, others that
they are going to apply themselves
more diligently to their work than
they did in the preceding year.
Whatever the resolutions may have
been we usually find them strictly
observed for at least New Year's
Day, and with the stronger willed,
perhaps a weak or two of the New
Year. Gradually, however,
their
enthusiasm breaks down under the
strain and we find the good resolutions cast to the winds and those
that made them back in their old
tracks. The next New Year will no
doubt see them making the same
resolutions again. The futility of
maki "•: ruch resolutions at a special time of the year can easily be
seen. If a resolution is to be a
success it dare not be enunciated on
New Year's Eve but must be enunciated and applied every hour of the
year until it has become a part of
us. The cultivation of good habits
is a commendable thing. Bad habits
and broken resolutions are the reward of those who fail to heed this
warning.

There is a calm for those who weep,
A rest for weary pilgrims found,
They softly lie and sweetly sleep
Low in the ground.
-Montgomery.

Bread

t
RYE

is the best baked in the TwinCity. Pure that's sure.

weeks

examinations held periodically remain the best method of discover- NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
ing the students' knowledge of any subject. They may not be According to an old time-honored
an infallible test of a student's ability, but they reveal to a large custom, people are of the opinion
extent the amount of time and labor expended on the various that New Year's resolutions are one
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College School News
German Literary Society
Owing to the Christmas examinations, the final meeting of the old
year was held on December the
first. The programme at this meeting was presented by Messrs. Enns,
Hill, Loth, Jansen, Heimbecker and
•Gross and consisted of speeches,
readings and recitations.
After a joyous vacation the boys
have now returned, many of them
weighed down with the many good
"things that the "Weinachtsmann"
has brought them.
Most of them claim that they
surprised their parents with the progress they have made during the
last four months in mastering the
German language.
One little fellow is, however,
greatly disappointed. He had tried
to sunprise his parents by sending
them a letter in German. A week
later he received a reply which stated that he was to write his letters
■either in English or German as they
could not read French.
Mr. Carrol Crouse, who spent his
vacation up north near Neustadt,
claims that if he goes there every
year he will soon be able to speak
German quite fluently as even the

cattle up there understand nothing
but German.
LAURY LITERARY SOCIETY
The Laury Literary Society presented its last programme of the
old year on Dec. 5. The programme
consisted of a speech by H. Scherbarth, recitations by Messrs. Laing,
Neufeld and Paterson; an essay by
W. Nolting, and current events by

G. Witzel. The next meeting will
be held on Jan. 9, 1928, being the
first meeting in the new year.
The first semester is rapidly
drawing to a close. The students,
who spent their Christmas vacation's elsewhere, have returned to
their work once more. It is to be
hoped that not only a few of the
members of the society, but all will
take part in this work with more
zeal than has been the case up to
the present. It is true that some
take the work of the society seriously, and no doubt will succeed in
mastering the art of speaking, but
there are others who are absolutely indifferent to this kind of work.
The conduct so far has been highly commendable. This can be attributed to the fact that, now any student may be called upon by the president to give the remarks of criticism. In this way each student must
pay attention

during the meeting

in order that, should he be called
upon as critic, he will be able to
criticise intelligently. These criticisms, however are followed by fi-

COLLEGE

nal remarks by Rev. C. Foreman,
Hon. President of, the Society.
The aim of this society is to develop the art of public speaking. It
is a wellknown fact that students
who can read or write showing very
few deficiencies in English, can often not do justice to themselves on
the platform. Thus it follows that
a student, even though he may be
proficient in grammar, composition
and literature, does not necessarily
use good English when speaking.
Speaking correct English is infinitely different from writing and reading it, due to the fact that the time
for thinking is relatively short. To
be a good speaker one must master
even more, than the use of the langOne
uage in which one speaks.
must have self-confidence and be
able to hold the attention of the
audience. Modulation of the voice
and the use of gesture are other
very important factors. The ability
to master these can only be acquired
by practice, and consequently it is
of great importance that students
spend some time in this kind of

'

DR. SCHORTEN'S JUNIORS
PARTAKE OF SQUAB
Entire Class Of '29 Took Part In
A Dinner At Wagner's Banquet Hall.

The semi-annual banquet of the
Junior Class was held on the evening of December 13 at "Hermie"
Wagner's hotel in Bridgeport. Seventhirty o'clock saw all the participants seated around the table, three

minutes later, like the oars of a
racing shell, the first dip was made.
The Junior Class dined—but not
alone. Louis F. Schmidt, a former
'29 student came down from Milverton to coach the boys. Dean Potter,
who is a member of all student
bodies and Dr. Schorten, honorary
president of the class, were also
present. Because of pressing engagements these two members were
forced to depart from the affair
immediately after the dinner, but
not before "Hermie," the congenial
host had played his little trick. Currant jelly, as important an accomwork.
paniment to squab as applesauce to
In an institution of this kind where
roast-goose, was brought in by the
many students have the ministry in
host and set before Prof. Schorten,
view, the work of the literary sowho unsuspectingly, calmly unscrewcieties should by no means be negthe cover. No sooner done than
lected. The annual oratorical con- edhiss was
heard, a form went saila
tests spurs some of the more ambithrough
the air, missing the Prof.
ig
tious students on in this kind of by
inches
and a loud shriek
a few
work and it is in the literary socierent the air. After the first shock
ties that they can prepare them- was over a search was made for the
selves for this great event. Let us
cause of all the excitement. In the
hope that after this year's contest
corner of the dining hall lay the
we will more fully realize and applifeless form of an imitation copper
reciate the value of this society.
snake. A look in the jar revealed
no jelly. The plot was unravelled
and more jelly was the result.
THE NEW TERM
After the dinner a musical conOn Tuesday morning, January 3rd
1928, Waterloo College School re- cert was enjoyed by all and importsumed its studies. Eight-forty-five ed games were played. The party
found the majority of students in broke up at a respectable hour and
their chairs, and eager to begin the Class '29 repaired to their respective
new term's work. Two weeks' hodo make a difference. In
lidays
spite of this it seems that some students require half a day to determine whether it is quite right to
start immediately after the last day

of vacation.
A resume of the past term and
examination results has revealed
conditions both good and bad. The
students of any and every school
conform to a general classification,
in which the number of excellent
and the number of hopeless students
share equal honors but at opposite
ends of the list; between these extremes lie those of average standing, those slight(ly above average
standing and those slightly below,
who in most cases are allowed to
proceed on trial. Our school has not
proved the exception to the rule.
In order to determine the students who were to be placed in the
two lower divisions, the Faculty
took as its guide a resolution passed
in its November meeting. This ruling stated that any student falling
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homes.

below forty per cent in class standing from September to the end oi
the first term, would be obliged to
Nerve
Means nerve
strain.
discontinue that subject or subjects
exhausbrings
strain
on
nerve
the
which
he
failed
to
make
rein
tions, resulting in headaches,
quired grade. Class standing was
nervousness and loss of efficienbased upon class work, class tests
cy. Jansen glasses relieve eyestrain. Try a pair.
and Christmas examinations. The
greatest difficulty arose in considering those students slightly below
average standing. In all cases students were given the benefit of the
doubt—but if their progress during
10 Frederick Street
|j
the next month does not warrant the
Kitchener
Phone 853 II
trust expected, the will of necessity
drop to the lowest rating.
This action along with the total standard and traditions of ipast
dismissal and discontinuance of se- years—so that we may truly sing:
"0 the school on the hillside is the
veral students will account for decrease in number but the increase
school for me;
banners above her my banand
interest
the
The
in efficiency
in
work in some of the classes. It is
ners shall be.
to be hoped that students will conTo pray and to labour in sadness
or glee
tinue to manifest this renewed inWith Gold and Maroon will lead
terest during the remainder of the
term so that we may uphold the
to Victory."

EYESTRAIN

Jansen Optical Co.
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efforts and true faith. It hopes to
build a church upon the "Chief Corner-stone" that is, a bigger house
of worship and larger membership.
Rev. F. L. Howald, S.T.M.
We believe this congregation is being pulled out of the fire just beThe festival days of Christmas, fore the embers become cold. May
New Year's Day and Epiphany, with the Lord of the Church guide this
their grace and blessing have Parish.
passed, leaving with us joyful serThis column is home news to mavice, renewed efforts and enlightened hearts. May we all continue ny scattered Brethren. Brother A.
in that Heavenly Gift, with patience A. Zinck, D.D., Milwaukee likes it,
and perseverance, proclaiming His and shows his interest by sending
his weekly Bulletins. They are full
Truths.
of interest. This space permits onNo news appeared in this column ly a few. The Brethren in Canada
last issue. We regret this. Little may envy his many weddings ? His
was sent. Perhaps through the busy church has had many accessions.
days, time was limited and the ne- The every member canvas was successary parish work caused over- cessfully conducted.
The church's
sight. We hope the Brethren will organizations are actively engaged
not through lack of interest be the in their Christian services. His efcause for the discontinuance of this forts are also demanded in neighcolumn which is vital to inform us of boring churches. He is also as evthe activities of our school. Lack ery one in our Synod, directing the
of information is usually the cause attention of his peole to the Minisof the lack of interest. Is such to terial
Pensions and
Relief cambe said of your own institution?
direct,
paigns.
May the Lord
and
comfort
strengthen
him.
We are grateful for the regular

Alumni News

New
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SAUSAGES
WE SERVE TO PLEASE
92 King St. S.

In Affiliation with the University of Western Ontario
As an affiliated College of the University of Western Ontario,
WATERLOO COLLEGE offers a General'Arts Course leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
WATERLOO COLLEGE aims to develop Christian men. The
prevailing iufluences are such as tend not only to develop the
greatest possible individuality and the highest manhood of the
student, but also lead young men to a full realization of their personal responsibilities and to fit them for worthy lives of useful
service.
For further information apply to:REV. N. WILLISON, 8.A., LITT. D., Registrar.

Waterloo College, Waterloo Ontario.

The Lutheran Book Room

and Love.

If you read "The Foreign Missionary" of the U.L.C.A., Jan. 1928, note
Rev. Prof. E. Neudoerffer visited
the busy life of Bro. O. E. Blueh- the United States during the holidorn.
day having conferences with Dr.
Those favoured few with a radio Knubel, president of the United
receiving outfit have been especial- Lutheran Church in America, Dr.
ly blessed to hear the first church Scherer its secretary, and Dr. Clarin our Synod broadcast its Vesper ence Miller, president of the Board
services, the third Sunday of every of Governors of Miount Airy Semmonth, during the winter season. It inary. He also paid short visits to
is
broadcast
from
Hamilton his parents in Moorestown, N.J., and
through station CKOC, 341 m. at to his brother in 'Nanticoke, Pa.

Rev. Prof. S. W. Hirtle has been
ill during the last few weeks. He
has been suffering from tonsilitis.
We wish him a recovery to health.

Rev. S. Cooper is doing steady
work. At his Semi-annual meeting
in Nov. last, which had a "large attendance," only a small debt was
shown on their church property.
He pleaded for a fully paid-up sheet,
and hopes to enter the New Year
with "a little nest egg" for future
expansion.
God has blessed the
prayerful labours of this new invasion. May He continue. Pastor
Cooper's congregation is well organized, and amidst many odds of every mission, is advancing.

Mr. Walter Reiner an ex-'29, is at
present in Guelph where he holds a
position with the Northern Rubber
Co. 'Walt.' will no doubt be one of
the captains of industry in Canada
although he will always be remembered at Waterloo for his proficiency in Latin and French.

COLLEGE ALUMNI
Grand R. McLennan ex-'3O of Waterloo College, and one of the mainstays of last year's rugby team, is
continuing his Arts
course at
Queen's University, Kingston.

Mr. L. F. Schmidt or otherwise
just "Schmidty" is back in his home
town. He intends to enter the electrical engineering course at Westinghouse in Hamilton. His success
is assured in this line of endeavor
if the switch in room 303 is any critThe Welland-Bridgeburg News, of erion of his future greatness.
which Bro. S. Gartung is editor and
pastor of that Parish reveals good Love seldom haunts the breast where

learning lies,
work and energetic efforts. The
Venus sets ere
And
congregation at Welland is looking

forward to 1928 with well-meaning

rise.

Mercury can
—Pope.

Ph. 211

WATERLOO

Hatprlno CUnllrqe

contributions from Church or Parish
Wishing every one of you a BlessBulletins.
ed New Year, abounding in Grace

4.30 p.m. We feel that every reader of this paper as also the -Canada
Lutheran will' tune in, and hear an
orderly Service and Gospel sermon.
Unique, that it is to our knowledge,
the only Canadian (in Canada) who
is privileged to be heard on the air,
the president of the Alumni and
wellknown Rev. N. Willison, 8.A.,
Litt. D., Waterloo. May this method
bring Blessings to all "listeners in."

H. N. KLAEHN
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TRACK TEAM CARRIES
COLLEGE LOSES THIRD
OFF HONORS AT MEET
GAME TO K.-W.-Y.

SPORT DOPE

:

Again we are compelled to spread
On Friday the 15th the track
the sad news that George Robert's
cagers were forced to accept defeat team of the College won two great
in a game at the hands of the K.-W. victories.
After downing the goose and
Y. team, played at the V.M.C.A.
The game was very fast with good grape juice the redoubtable athletes
passing on both sides. The most went down to the"V" and downed
outstanding feature of the game the pick of the Twin City.
Although the team was entered in
was the good checking by our boys,
in which much ;praise must be given only 5 events, it succeeded in getting
to J. Hagey and H. Baetz. One 4 firsts and a second.
Four of Our Athletes competed
striking feature was that after
the College yell the team seemed to Barclay, Brent, Lochead and Rogather new pep and in a few min- berts.
Barclay showed his supremacy
utes brought the score closer on
board. It is hoped that before the over the rest of the Athletes by
St. Mary's encounter there will be a winning the hundred in the good
cheer leader and some organiza- time of 12.4 seconds.
He was nosed out by a hairbreadth
tion along this line. The final score
If his
was 19—28. The game by periods in the 60 yard potato race.
quenched
been
at the
thirst
had
not
was as follows:
his
out
tongue
hanging
banquet,
First Period
The game started off rather slow, would have won the race.
In the broad-jumping he leaped
but soon gained a fast pace when
K.-W. Y. team scored the first bas- 9 ft. 3% inches to beat the runner up
ket. But soon the College retaliated by inches.
Brent did not place in the 580 yd.
by scoring on the good playing of
Klinck who shot a beautiful basket run probably due to the fact that he
from left centre. Much was owed to was not used to the indoor track.
Orth, Baetz and Klinck for their Better luck next time Abbie!
To cap an evening of wins the
good combination. The tactics used
by the K.-W.Y. were mostly an of- four athletes mentioned above won
fensive game with long shots. The the relay beating the Collegiate by
star of the College in this period a fraction of a second. This is the
was Carter who played a nice game. second consecutive year they have
The score at half time was 9—16 for won this event.
With such a good showing coming
the K.-W.Y. team.
from
so few Athletes it behooves
Second Period
Soon after the beginning of the any other students who are inclined
second period the Y.-W.Y. scored toward track athletics to get in
touch with Weldon Braclay.
but soon to be followed by the

Col-

A. WHISPER

Day and Night Service

1

Ice Cream, Confectionery
and
Tobaccos
Comer Young and King St.

,

!l

WATERLOO.

1

i EVERYBODY

fare.

L. Hagey was off colour in his
foul shooting on Saturday missing
five out of seven free throws. Carter, however, the diminutive forward
made up for this deficiency by sinking five foul shots. For his weight
Bert plays a strong game although
he has the bad habit of failing to
watch the corners.

PLANZ'S
SODAS, CANDY, LUNCHES

Fine Athletic Goods
82 King St. W.
Kitchener
:

ent day:

Live while you live, the sacred
preacher cries,
And give to God each moment as
it flies.
Lord in my views let both united

be,
I live to

II

II

For

outstanding defect in the
team's playing on Saturday was
their inability to break fast from a
defensive to an offensive play. The
Kitchener team had too much time
to get in a defensive formation.

WATERLOO
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MacCallums
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PHONE 580
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Waterloo
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Referee Don Roberts had his
hands full on Saturday. The backof
the
team proved
checking
very effective especially in hustling
the College forwards in their long
shots.

I live in pleasure when
Thee.

"

KNOWS US

Barclay is making his presence
felt at the weekly indoor track
meets at the V.M.C.A. Last week
he captured two events. In the
broad jump he was forced to give
one foot of a handciap to his rival
but nevertheless he succeeded in
and checking by the College team winning the event.
who were trying to overcome the
lead. The final score was 19-28 for
Live while you live, the epicure will
the K.-W. Y.
say,
K.-W.Y. Team
And
take the pleasurers of the preForward
We-

—

M. WOHANSKi
REFRESHMENT STAND

Well that's that! The third game
is over and lost. There was something radically wrong with the team
on Saturday. There have been vague
whispers floating around concerning
the condition of the team. It is certainly hoped that these wise prophets will not be so cowardly as to
spread tales of woe behind the
cloak of interest in the team's wel-

lege when J. Hagey made a nice
basket, followed soon by L. Hagey
which brought the score very close.
During the first of this period some
nice dribbling was done by L. Hagey. Then the K.-W.Y. team start—Perkins, Buchanan,
ed to bound away again as some on
gener.
the College team due to not enough
Centre—Vaughn.
practice became nearly "all in" after
Dedels, Shantz, BreitDefense
some vigorous playing. Then there
haupt.
was a short interval on the K.-W.Y.
College Team
team, after which Reiner a fresh
Forward — Klinck, L. Hagey, G.
player put some more pep in the
Hagey, Carter.
game. In the later part of the game
Centre—Orth, Reiner.
there was some very nice shooting
Defense —Baetz, Haas, Bretzlaff.

I For Prompt and Courteous

I

By

(K.-W. Y. Superior In Combination Barclay Wins Two Firsts While College Relay Team Noses Out K.-W.
And Experience.)
Collegiate.

Phone 178J

Waterloo
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YOU'RE NEXT!

E. GINGERICH, Waterloo.
Commercial Hotel Barber
Only Soft Water Used
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FOR DIAMONDS, WATCHES,

CLOCKS, SILVERWARE

and
HIGH CLASS JEWELLERY
Try

ALF. HELLER
Queen St. S.

Walper Block

Special Rates by the hour
for long distance trips.
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BOARDING CLUB BANQUET
HELD FRIDAY, DEC. 16
Students Enjoy Annual Feast To
The Fullest Extent.
The annual banquet of the Student Boarding Club was held in the
gymnasium of the College on Friday evening, December 16.
The executive is certainly to be
complimented upon the manner in
which the banquet was conducted
and for the beautiful decorations
and interesting programme.
The tables were decorated with
arches covered with red and green
paper and colored electric light and
surmounting all the tables were
many beautiful paper streamers. At
the head of the hall was an artistically decorated Christmas tree
which added the real Christmas spirit
to the banquet.
The banquet hall was opened at
5.30 and in a remarkably short time
the groaning tables had ceased their
complaints. During the serving of
the various delicious courses many
songs and solos were given by the

members.
The second part of the programme
consisted of toasts, talks, musical
and vocal selections.
Louis Hagey gave a very interesting and inspiring toast to Canada
in which he touched upon the various phases which go to make this
Canada of ours the fairest Dominion on the face of the earth. He
told about her great and constant
growth since confederation in 1867
and how Canada is now no longer
an unheeded and unrecognized country, but a nation and as such has
gained her deserved status as a
world power.
Glorious has been her past, more
glorious is she now and still more
glorious is her fututre. We closed
by reciting Lieut. Col. John MacCrae's poem "In Flanders Fields."
In response to this toast the students sang "0 Canada." Mr. Peters
recently from the old country then

favored the members with several
cornet solos to some of which the
students accompanied him in song.
John Miller representing the
senior seminarians followed these
numbers with a toast to Alma Mater,
in which he told about the number
of years he had attended the banquets along with his colleagues who
in the early summer will leave their
Alma Mater to take their places in
the affairs of the world.
Johnny always seems a bashful
and timid sort of chap and that is
perhaps why his witty and humorous remarks concerning some of his
colleagues were so greatly enjoyed.
In speaking about Peters he stated
that the latter had likely learned to
play on the linoleum and that he
plays by ear because his neck isn't
long enough. Mr. Sobbe, he stated,
is also a gentleman, despite the fact
that he has recently come from Ger-

COLLEGE

many where he left his heart and
where his mind seems to be the
greater part of the time. Mr. Paulsen, another student from the old
country is a man of exceedingly few
words and just now is having some
difficulty in mastering the English
language.
Shortly after he came
here he was asked how he liked the
meat balls given by the boarding
club, but he could only answer that
he had never attended any. Johnny
at last located the source of head
noises by attaching the blame to the
band in the hat. He stated that
Heimrich, the president of the
Boarding Club is an excellent trainer of the fair sex, even now he can
make his girl do anything she wants
to do. Schulte Tigges he said, only
stayed here one week as a seminary
student when he decided he would
rather preach to a Swedish congregation than listen to the faculty, yet
he states some of the faculty members have good influences.
"0 Waterloo" was then sung in reply to this toast. Fritz Haack then
favored the members with various
favorite selections on his concertina. A quartet composed of Bill
Schweitzer, Harry Baetz, censor
Knapp and Fritz Haack greatly
pleased the students with several
fitting songs.
Mr. Carl Seltzer, principal of the
College School, showed his great
knowledge on the subject of Women
by giving the toast to the Ladies,
although he stated there were several students who knew more about
that subject because of their interest
in radio concerts, certain band concerts by the Ladies' Band, and their
ability to help close refreshment
stands.
Mr. Seltzer greatly praised the
flapper, just why we are not sure,
but being that Leap Year is here, he
might have been wiser than we first
imagined. He states that a woman
is the only creature who is willing
to serve unselfishly and whole-heartedly at all times.
The fact that we have annual
banquets is due to this unselfish service by the Ladies' Auxiliary who
made the banquets possible and to
the cooks who serve them and especially this year to the members of
the Brodhagen congregation who
supplied the geese.
Albert Lotz replied to this by
speaking on behalf of the ladies and
the executive must be complimented
upon their choice, no other student
could play the part of a woman more
perfectly.
He mentioned woman as the helpmate and complement of man, the
one person who adds so much to
man's greatness and superiority.
The students again sang some
songs accompanied by Peters on
the cornet, among the songs were

~~

1 ~,

■-■-

"Stille Nacht" and "0 Tannenbaum",
The quartet again gave some selections and the banquet came to a
close by the singing of the Doxology.
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The Prosperity of the Future
for

YOU

Depends on your ability to save.
Open a 4 p.c. Savings Account with

The Waterloo Trust & Savings Co.

Gait.

Kitchener.

Waterloo.
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THE STORE WITH THE STOCK

Laimg Treacy C© Ltd
o

For Women's Garments, Furs, Silks,
Linens and Home Furnishings

If you have writing to do you need

The Little Underwood
He costs only $55.00 (Monthly payments if
you wish), Underwood portable with
Standard Keyboard $75.00.

The United Typewriter Co. Limited

71 Ontario St., S.

Phone 453.

Kitchener, Ont.

I

QUALITY PORTRAITS
High Grade Picture Framing.

Phone 728.

THE YOST STUDIO
175 King St. W.

Kitchener.
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CLASS '30 ENJOYS

DEAN POTTER ATTENDS
A SQDAD DINNER EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sophomores Spend Delightful Evening At "Hermies".

On the evening of the 16 of Dec.
1927 the Sophomores class held its
banquet at Hermie Wagner's. The
affair was a success from beginning
to end. Dr. Potter, the Dean, and
Rev. Prof. S. W. Hirtle, the Honorary President graced the ends of the
table, while the members of the
class ranged along the sides.
The first course was served at
Squabs, for which
about 6.45.
Hermie is noted, were the main
course of the banquet. After everyone had eaten to his heart's content
of the dishes that tasted very much
like the kind one gets at home, the
first toast was (proposed by Mr. L.
Schaus to the Alma Mater, in which
he gave a brief history of the class.
Dr. Potter replied, stressing the fact
that all work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy. He stated that an
education that included only a thorough book-knowledge did not sufficiently prepare a young man for life.
He must also take part in social
functions and sport to really develop and become truly educated.
Mr. W. Barclay, in proposing a
toast to the Honorary President,
Prof. S. W. Hirtle, took great pleasure in pointing out what a really
good sport the honorary president
was.
In his reply, Prof. Hirtle
showed the keen interest that he
was taking in the class and before
sitting down had everyone feeling
pretty friendly and sociable. Mr. E.
Brent, a new member of the class,
then proposed a toast to the host,
Mr. Wagner, who very ably replied
in cracking some fine jokes, another
thing for which he is noted. The
final toast was proposed by Mr. H.
Crouse to the King followed by the
singing of the National Anthem.
During the course of the banquet
Dr. Potter told some very interesting things about student life in
in Europe—about different fraternities and courses.
Everyone then sat around and
listened to the reading of the paper
by Mr. A. Buehlow. This was followed by a sing-song which lasted
until about 10 o'clock. Everyone left
feeling that he had had a good time
and that the squabs had never tasted

better.

Father: (After working all day) "I
don't feel like going out at night."
Son: (After being out all night) "I
don't feel like working during the
day."
To me the hours of youth are dear,
In transient light that flow:
But age is heavy, cold, and drear,
As winter's rocks of snow.
—Thomas Peacock.

Heads Of College In U. L. C. Convene At Washington, P. C.
Dean A. 0. Potter represented
Waterloo College at a meeting of the
Executive Heads of Lutheran Colleges in America, held in Washington D. C, December 5 and 6. The
sessions were held in Luther Memorial Church, one of the finest
church edifices in the city.
The preliminary report of the Survey ©f Lutheran Colleges in Amen
ca was presented. This survey had
been sponsored by the Beard of Education of the United Lutheran
Church in America and consisted in
an investigation into the conditions
existing at the various educational

institutions.
The topic, "What Can the Board
of Education do for the Colleges"
was presented for discussion by
President Tulloss of Wittenberg College. Dr. Harms of the Board of
Education presented the topic "What
Can the Colleges do for the Board."
Other topics discussed were matters
of church and chapel attendance, exchange of professors, ratio of tuition to operating costs, and a generad campaign for funds for educational purposes. This campaign is to be
held in 1930.
On the trip to Washington, Dean
Potter visited Gettysburg, where he
was the guest of Dr. K. J. Grimm,
head of the German department of
Gettysburg College. He returned
via New York where he had conferences with members of the Board of
Education, with the Survey Commission, and with Professors of Columbia University. He also had the
pleasure of visiting with Dr. W.
Cliff Martin who lectured at Waterloo College last year.

®ntbersstti> of OTeatern Ontario
LONDON, CANADA
ARTS

PUBLIC HEALTH

MEDICINE

Waterloo College is affiliated.
(in Nursing),
Courses leading to the degrees of 8.A.,
M.A., M.Sc, LL.B., M.D., D.P.H., Dr.P.H.
General Courses in Arts, with liberal choice of electives in all

years.

General Course in Secretarial Science.
General Course leading to degree of Bachelor of Science in

Nursing (B.Sc.)

Six-year Course in Medicine.

For entrance to the above Courses at least
Junior Matriculation is required.

Complete Pass

Honor Courses in Arts leading to Specialist Certificates of the

Department of Education of Ontario.

Honor Course in Commercial Economics.
Honor Courses in Mathematics and Commerce (for Actuaries),
Chemistry and Commerce, Physics and Commerce.
Honor Course in Science and Medicine combined.
For entrance to these four groups of Courses
Pass Junior Matriculation and Honor Matriculation in four subjects are required.
One-year Course in Public Health for graduates in Medicine
(D. P. H.)

Two-year Course in Public Health for graduates in Medicine
(Dr. P. H.)
One-year Course in Public Health for graduate nurses.
Numerous Matriculation and Undergraduate Scholarships.

A wide and interesting programme of physical education and
athletics is provided.
For Regular Course, Summer School and Extramural, and
Extension Department announcements and information, write:

K. P. R. Neville, Ph.D.,
Registrar.

DIARIES FOR 1928
Loose Leaf Books, Account Books, Note Books and everything for
the student and office man.

Phone 850

J. C. JAIMET & CO.
Books, Stationery, Office Supplies
i,

BACK AT SCHOOL
Well, here we are back at the old

institution again after a joyful and
expensive Christmas Holiday — you
know girls cost a lot of money nowa-days. It is not like it was when
Santa Claus was a boy—but here I
am getting away from my subject.
We are back at school, as I said before, bodliy at least, it is pretty hard
to get the mind back so soon, but
it will come around shortly, and the
quicker the better.
The logical thing to write, at this
time, would be an editorial entitled
in the wise:—"And Now to Work."
It would remind us of the approaching crisis and of work undone,
which should be promptly completed.
It would tell us what we should do
in order to pass, with the exception
of one thing. It would not likely
admonish us to become very intimate with the professors and impress them with what we know and

are trying to find out all about their
subject. But here, what am I doing? Just exactly what I intended
not to do, that is, write about the
coming exams. I am not the editor,
yet, I am just here to write the funny stories, no matter how badly they
might seem, they are really supposed to be funny.
Well, here we are back at school
(for a third time) and there are
many funny things to be seen. There
are ties that make flaming youth
look dead. There is a multitude of
gaudy handkerchiefs that even satan
would distain to use, and of course
there are numerous other articles
which by next Christmas will be
either lost, traded or pawned so that
the present owners will be in line for
a new supply of the same gifts.
Among the things I have seen so
far there are some that are really
worth while. But I doubt if Santa
left them with those who have them,
as they seem to have more sentiment attached to them than Mr.

J. H. Schmidt Phm.B
DISPENSING CHEMIST
Headquarters

for

Physicians,

Hospitals and Nurses Supplies.
We Specialize in Dispensing.

Kitchener, Ont.

Phone 462

Claus' gifts. Particularly there is
a cigarette case—oh well, there is
no use of describing it.
However, we are back, for a while
at least, but it seems I can't get the
exams out of my mind, so I believe I'll have to cut the funny remarks and get down to some ser-

ious work.

Love is master of all arts,
And puts it into human hearts
The strangest things to say and do.
—Longfellow.
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Discords

STUDENTS HEAR
(Continued from Page 1.)
out the necessity of chivalry today
in order to encourage the youths of
our age to lead clean lives and to
give due respect to womankind, virtues upon which the success of the
white civilization has rested.
Referring to love, he pointed out
to the listeners the satisfaction and
worth of service to others, especially hat service which is an expression of one's love for his country.
Yet above all faith is needed.
Faith in ourselves, although necessary is not sufficient. It must be
accompanied by faith in our fellowmen and faith in the Cross of Jesus
Christ.

We are ready for your

After Holiday Needs
in upto date Men's Wear

H. G. GLASSER
I

I A. G. HAEHNEL
THE

—

Thursday
"Evolution in the
Mirror of Paleontology."
Friday—"The Theories of Evolution and the Facts of Embryology."

"LE CERCLE FRANCAIS"
Continued from Page 1
that this organization has

come

into

being.
The specific aims of the society as
set forth in the constitution are:
vocabulary
1. To obtain a

in French.
To develop and practice French
conversation.
3. To obtain an appreciation of
French Literature.
4. To obtain an understanding of
French social life.
The membership includes all students who are taking or have taken
the French courses and any others
who wish to improve their knowledge of French.
At the organization
meeting,
sixteen students were present. The
constitution was read by Dr. Potter
and after discussion was adopted.
The following officers were elect-

2.

ed:
Honorary President—Dr. Potter.
President—Earle Shelley.
Vice President—E. Rowe Cunningham.

Secretary—Lloyd Schaus.
Representative

of

French

10—

Herbert Casselman.
Representative of French 20—
Weldon Barclay.
The first meeting of "Le Cercle
Francais" will be held shortly after
the completion of the Semester
Examinations.

REXAL

STORE

Drugs and Toilet Articles.
Kodaks and Supplies,
Cigars, Tobaccos and Candies.

I won't be

Prof. Smythe, in Economics:
"What are they doing in British Columbia to preserve the salmon?"
Weir: "Putting them in cans,

Roberts, (in florist shop): "I want
something for my girl."
Weir, (who worked there for a
few days): "Yes, something in a
plant or cut flowers?"
Roberts: "Well, I want something
that lasts."
Weir: "Oh, you want Wrigleys
peppermint, the flavor lasts."

WATERLOO

heart.

Evolution."

work."
J. Hagey: "Oh horrors!
able to retire."

sir!"

Dr. Rimmer spoke in a very delightful manner, seasoning
his
thoughts with bits of humour,
drawing vivid illustrations from his
own experiences, and at times touching the depths of the audience's
The faculties and students will
have further opportunities to hear
Dr. Rimmer as he will deliver several lectures on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 4 p.m. of this
week, on the following subjects:
Wednesday — "The Collapse of

PHONE 1494

27 KING ST. E. KITCHENER

Heldman: "After a man leads a very
active life you usually see him commit suicide when he retires from

They Did Their Best
Americans, on returning
home after touring in Canada, were
asked by a friend if they had a
pleasant time.
They replied: "Well, it was pretty
good, but they have signs everywhere saying, "Drink Canada Dry,"
and you know you can't do that."
Some

Have You Tried

Sally Ann Bread
Also our Fine Pastry
rhe

Louis Bardon Bakery

Overheard On The Street
Ist Student :Have you your homework done?
2nd Student: Yes, why?
Ist Student: Fine, I'll get it tomorrow.

The Waterloo Coal& Feed Co.
96 ERB ST. WEST

COKE

LIMITED

-

COAL

WATERLOO

FEED

Delivered to any part of Kitchener without
extra charge.
Telephone Waterloo 103.

Making Sure
"Thus trusting the Lord and
taking every possible precaution, the
congregation lived on peacefully."—
From a recent issue of The College
Cord.
Dr. Potter, after vainly trying to
disentangle his foot from some gum,
"Who chews gum around here?"
Walter Goos: "I do, sir, but I don't

want that."

If you skate, read this. We carry a complete line of C.C.M.
Automobile and Bollard Skates, Samson and Lightning Hitch Hockey Boots.
Men's Complete outfit with C. C. M. Tube Skates and Shoes,
$5.75 up.
Men's Complete outfit with C.C.M. Tube Skates and Shoes,
$6.25 up.
Ladies Complete outfit with C. C. M. Nickle Plated tubes skatea
and Shoes $6.45 up.
Boy's complete outfit with C. C. M. Skates and Shoes, $3.75 up.
All outfits machine riveted free of charge.
Skates ground concave, oil stone finish, guaranteed not to stick

Dr. Willison asked if anyone had
the books for supplementry reading.
Ben Bossenberry said that he had
them. Immediately the professor
began to scold Ben for keeping them
and not giving the other students a
chance to read them. Ben took in
all he said without reply. The next
lecture Dr. Willison asked Ben if he
had yet returned the books. Ben
said he had not. Then for a second
time the professor scolded him and
told him to return to books immediately to the Librarian, Prof. Henkel. This time Ben replied. "But
sir, the books I have belong to the
Kitchener Public Library."

R. S. MacPhail & Co.

Garnet Schultz—"Oh fine! I got
two handkerchiefs for Christmas.
That means that I will be married

If You Skate, Read This

130 King St. S. Waterloo.

in two years!"

Dean Potter—"M(y
got twenty-four!"

goodness!

I

